3 species, all endemic to New Zealand.

WATERTABLES

310. KOKAKO Calliope cincta

Planting Dick 1950s SAC

Calliaedeae

40 cm, cm. Large 3I-4 leafed with a blad Emin lab than much longer and more slender leaves. South Island birds differ slightly in size. Juvenile birds are bluer and more streaked. Breeding habitat is more mountainous and higher in the South Island. Diet mainly seeds of grasses and sedges. Feeding is usually on the ground. The distinctive crown, tail and rump feature in both the adult and the juvenile. The species is abundant in New Zealand and is generally considered to be declining in some areas. The kokako is restricted to the North Island and the Stewart Island and the Southern Alps. It is a small, brownish bird with a distinctive black cap and white underparts. It is found in wet, forested habitats and is a ground-dwelling species. Conservation status: Endangered.
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